Dr. Kevin Clark hosts 120 Students and Parents from McKinley Technology High School

As part of a National Science Foundation grant entitled "Game Design Through Mentoring and Collaboration, http://itest.gmu.edu/", Dr. Clark hosted 120 students and their parents from McKinley Technology High School in Washington, DC at the George Mason main campus on Dec. 7, 2007. The goal of this campus visit was to expose the students and their parents to the game design, science, and technology opportunities at George Mason. Their visit to George Mason included presentations by George Mason's Geography department, Volgenau School of Information Technology & Engineering, Instructional Technology program, Educational Psychology program, and the admission office. Students also had a tour of the campus and had the opportunity to speak with current George Mason undergraduate students. Pictured from left to right are Dr. Kevin Clark; Mr. Rick Kelsey, coordinator of the gaming program at McKinley Technology High School; and Dr. Bernard White, Associate Dean of the Volgenau School of Information Technology and Engineering.